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SUMMARY 
Knowledge of the fundamenul relationships involved in the flow of col-
loidal suspensions through porous media is important to provide a satisfactory 
solution for various problems in the field of water resources. T he purpose of 
this study was to establish some of these fundamental relationships. 
Carborundum was used as the porous medil. De-aired, double-discilled 
water lnd snble colloidal suspensions of Wyoming bentonite in double-distillcd 
wlter were used. 
The carborundum was pllced in permeameters made of Lucite. These per-
melmeters had an inside diameter of 2 inches and would hold a column of 
orborundum approximately 6 inches long. 
A vacuum-tube voltmeter was used to measure the streaming potential be· 
tween tWO platinum electrodes placed It either end of the column of carborun-
dum in the permcameter. 
Tests were conducted on uniform-sized carborundum with mean diameters 
of 775, 385, 274,163,80, and 63 microns. Hydraulic gradients of 0.1 to 2.0 were 
used. The bentonite suspensions were prepared and used in two concentrations, 
0.1 and 1.0 per cent_ All tests were conducted under conditions of laminar flow. 
The test procedure involved thtee phases: (1) In initial flow of distilled 
WatCI, (2) the introduction of the suspension, and (3) the re-inuoduction of the 
distilled water. Specific discharge, permeability, lnd the zeta potential of the 
carborundum were uiculatcd for each phase .. 
A comparison of the reduction in specific discharge between the first and 
second phase and between the first and third phase was used to determine the 
effect of various hydraulic gradients and suspension concentrations on flow 
through the column of orborundum. 
Comparisons were made to determine whether any relationship existed be-
tween the calculated zeta potenti:lIs, and the reduction in specific discharge. 
The study indicates the following conclusions: (1) mechanical filtering is 
the main process by which bentonite partides are removed from suspension by 
the carborundum column, (2) the degree of sealing, as measured by the reduc-
tion in specific discharge or permeability, increases with decreasing particle sizc, 
(3) the degree of sealing increases with increasing hydraulic gradient, (4) the 
degree of scaling increases with increasing concentration of the suspension, (5) 
the shape of the panicles of the media has a considerable cffect on the sealing 
process, (6) electrokinetic measurements can be made on large size columns of 
porous medi:.!. under low pressures and in conjunCtion with hydraulic measure-
ments, and (7) the calculated lct:.l. potential of the carborundum can be correlated 
with the degree of sealing. 
The Flow of Colloidal 
Suspensions Through 
Porous Media 
R. BR UCE C UR RY AND ROBERT P. BE .... SLEY 
I N TRODUCTION 
\'(fater is one of our most important resources. The future devdopmenr of 
our nacion will depend to a large· extent on how well we utilize this resource. 
Considering the United States as a whole, sufficient watcr falls in the form of 
rain and snow to provide for all uses. The problem, then, is one of rransporu-
cion, storage and utilization. In recent years investigators in the field of water 
resources have intensified their work in the following areas; s~plge loss reduc-
tion from stonge and conveyance StruCtures, ground wltcr recharge. purification 
of water supplu::s, and the deposition of wastes. In all these areas the phenom-
enon of flow of water, or '\\'arer conuining colloidal material, through porous 
media, mUSt be taken into consideration. 
Since the phenomenon of flow of warer, or water containing colloidal nu-
terial. through porous media is common to many of the above problem areas in 
water resource development. it would seem possible that the solution of some 
of these problems could be obtained by applying fundamental knowledge of the 
phenomena. 11le flow of '\\-atcr through porous media has been investigated by 
many workers and the basic relationships have been developed. However. the 
flo w of colloidal suspensions in porous media has been investigated by only a 
few workers. Further investigauons arc needed to provide a fundamental under-
standing of this phenomenon. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the flow of colloidal suspensions 
in a porous media, in order to establish some basic rebtionships. 
Specific problems considered were: 
I. \Xfhat effect does hydraulic head have on the f1o'\\' of a colloidal sus-
pension in porous media? 
2. What effect docs the concentration of a colloidal suspension have on the 
flow of the suspension in porous media? 
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3. \'<' hal is the relation between the zt!a potemial of the porous media and 
the SC":lling effeCt of tht colloidal suspension? 
The stud), was limited to the usc of granul~r carborundum a~ thc porous 
media, a commtrcial high-swelling Wyoming bentonite as thc colloid~1 m~terial, 
double-distilled water, and stable colloidal suspensions. 
REV IE\V O F liTERATURE 
The flow of fluids through porous media has been invcsrig:lted br many 
workers and there is an abundance ot lircr:uurt on the subjccr. 
A classical txperimenr performed by Henr)' Darcy (1) in Ig~6 established 
the relationship for the flow of water through a ix:d of tilter .'>;lnd. 111is rehllon. 
ship. which stated that when Wafer Rows through a bed of sand, the rate of 
flo w is proportional to the cross seCtional area of the bed and [he h~'dt2ulic 
gradient across [he bed. has come (0 be referred 10 as "DlrCY's Ll.w." The pro-
portiondity constant in rhe above relationship is commonlr called hydraulic 
conductivity. 
Investigators since D:lrC)' have sought to establish further 6ctors upon 
v"hich the proportion:lli!)' consranr depends and 10 <ktermine dle inter·relation-
ships of these faCtors. A recent example of the Je-rivarion of DlfC)"'S UW has 
been given by Hall (n 
Two other approaches to the development ,>f an C<jualion for t he flow of 
fluids through porous media have been presentccl in the liter;lt\m:. Kozne)' (7) 
(1927) developed an empiriC'.l1 equation which rebted rhe permeability of a 
porous medium to Ihe geometrical properties of rhe media. Rose (10) and later 
Rose and Rizk (II) used dimensional analysis in an inve-stig:Hion of the flow of 
fluids through porous media. The equation they developed rd:ned the hydrJulic 
resistance of the media to Revnolds number. 
The flow of colloidal suspensions in porous media is ~ specific example of 
fluid flow in porous media. Fillr,uion and the sealing of canals and resCfVoirs by 
scdiment~t ion methods are examples of application of flow of colloidal suspen-
sions in porous media 10 field problems. 
The lirerature on rhe flow of colloidal suspensions in porous media is vcry 
limited. A series of investigations was startcd ill 19~4 :It Colorado St:lte Unh"Cr· 
sity as p:m of a project to develop a sedimentation method of lining irrigation 
canals to prevent seepage. The tir.;( of this series was invesrigated by Curry (1), 
who used sands and glass beads as the porous m<.-tlia and Wyoming bentonite 
in the colloidal suspensions. The granular material was held in a permC2merer 
during the t('Sts. He reported the following results: 
1. Bentonite in suspension did not penetrate uniform·sized particulate 1T\2-
rerial with a median diameter below a cert;lin size (approximately 57 
microns for this ,tudy), owing co the filtering of such a medium. 
2. Bentonite did noc deposi t from a stable suspension when passing through 
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or stlnding in rhe pores of:l chemiclIIlIy inert Slnd. Under a large hy-
draulic gndient, no deposition was observed for SlInds of slight chemio.! 
reactivity. 
3. At small hydraulic gnclic:nrs, 11 vcry small amount of bemoni te: was de-
posited and thcre W1.S a reduction in hydraulic conductivity in the nnds 
having slight chemical rClict ivity :md diameter sufficiently large for the 
suspension to enter the pores of the medium. 
4. When a chemical enviro nment o f high chemiC21 reactivity was present, 
:I sanding period was used. complete 5(2ling and deposition of bemonite 
occurred in those media of sufficiently large p:midc Silt so that the sus-
pension entered the media. 
I n conclusion, Curry emphasized the need to further investigate the role of 
plrticle shape, panicle size gr:ldldon, lnd hydn ulic grldienr in pcnctrltion and 
selling. 
Newmln (8), continuing the work on pcneU'uion lfld 5elling, made perme-
ability measurementS on columns of l nltural dune $lnd, using 2S fluids, l 1 
percent bentonite suspension l nd l solution of 2 dispersant (sodium tripoly-
phosphate). Hc found thlt the hydraulic gradient WlS 2 betO! in pcnetrltion and 
selling lnd for his teStS thefe was a critical vllue between 0.03 and 0.30. At 
vlJues of hydraul ic gradient lower thln critical, filtering occurred 2t the surbce. 
But It hyd raulic gradients gtCl ter than the critical value, bentoni te WlS not re-
Clined in the Sln d in signifia.nt qUlnt ities. Newman llso found thlt the dis-
peruM solution a.used IClching lnd movement of the nlturll chy in the .und, 
which in turn Clused a reduction in permClbility due panly to settl ing. T his 
phenomenon, he india.ted, could ICld to l sClling method for some field con-
ditions using in-place sedimentltion with a dispersant solution. 
The resClrch on penetriltion and sealing was continued by Shen (13). using 
twO soils. a Gr~ley fi ne sandy loam and a slnd from the shore of Lovellfld Lake. 
Permeability measurements on columns of these mlteril is were JIllde using ei ther 
l 1 percent dispersed Wyoming bentonite suspension, or a 0.2 percent solution 
o f sodium tripolyphosphlte. Shen found that sealing occurred in different de· 
g rees It VlriOUS depths in the columns, but al l columns were sealed It the sur-
bce. Deeper penetration and mo re complete sealing occurred with higher hy-
drlulic g rldienrs (hydnulic gndients from 0.1 to 1.0 wtre used ). No complete 
sealing was obsened he<ause of the insensitivi ty of the system of melsurement 
in the region nClI complete sealing. 
Stanley (15). investigated the mechanism of suspcnded particle remo\lll 
from warer by n pid $lnd filters using radiolctive techniques. Hydrous fcrric 
oxide Roes were used as the suspended panicles. The radiOlctive tracer used W2S 
the isotOpe, PSI. The fil ter medium was uniform Ottawa Slnd. He defined. the 
penetr:l. tion index, as the pcnetnrion in centimeters caused by the passage into a 
filtet of one millignm of Fe per square centimeter o f filter lrCl. This index 
vlfied linClrly with the slnd size lnd directly with the flow nne. Also the pene-
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tntion index incmsed with the addition of NaCl and Na,SO. to the suspension 
and decreased with an increase in floc size. His conclusions were th:lt the effects 
of Vlln der Waals forces, electrokinetic forces, chance COntact with a surface, and 
possibly sedimentation, wefe the mOSt important processes in the removal of 
floes from the suspension. Stnining. inerra, :and Browni:an movement were un-
important remoVlll processes. 
CoUoichl clays have been used to reduce seepage losses from water convey-
ance and scorage strUCtures. In 19'3, Dirmeyer (3) initiated a project to develop 
and eV:llu:lte mcthods of sealing can:lls by sedimem:ltion. In general, thc pro-
cedure WlS to disperse a fine-grained lining m:aterial in unal Wlcer :lnd :lllow 
this suspension co be arried by the flowing water to wherever the seepage WllS 
raking pbce. The suspension then would P:lSS into the pores of the leaking 
un:ll beds and sides and be retained below the surf:lce, thereby reducing the 
seepage. The results v:aried, but in gener:al, satisfaCtory results were obt:ained in 
the loessi:al :lnd sandy soils. 
Since any study of the flow of fluids in porous mc:dia is concerned with the 
movement of a fluid past the surf:aces of rhe particles making up the media, an 
understanding of hoth the physical and chemial belavior is necessuy. In consider-
ing the hydrodynamics of the system, its physical shape :and surface configura-
tion h:lve been taken into account. If there is no chemical reaction between the 
solid surface and the fluid, one other physiochemic:ll phenomenon, electro-
kinetics, must be considered. This phenomenon involves eleCtrici ty and the 
tangenti:ll movement of the solid and liquid phases along each other. 
The example of this electrokinetic phenomenon which is most :lppliC:lble 
to this study is streaming potential (the development of a potential difference 
by the applic:ltion of:ln external pressure to the liquid in a porous plug). 
In 1879, Helmholtz (6), developed an equation from theoretical considera-
tions of the double layer and rhe streaming potential concept. He showed that 
the r:atio of the streaming potential, (6 E), to the pressure differO"lce, (P), was a 
constaoe. Smoluchowski (14), generalized this equ:ltion for any shape conduit, 
including a porous pl ug. This e<:ju:ltion is: 
6E _ Dt 
P 4'l1""li;\.. 
in which (6E) is srre:lming potential; ( P), the pressure difference across the 
plug; (D), the dielectric constant of the liquid; en, the zen potenti:ll; (TI) , rhe 
viscosity of the liquid; (A,), the electrical conductivity of the liquid. The equa-
tion is generally known as the Helmholrz-Smoluchowski equation. 
InvestigatOrs in receoe times have attempted to broaden the undersranding 
of the theory, and to use streaming potenti:ll methods as a tool in other areas 
of science. 
Sue:aming patenti:ll techniques have been used to study the surf:lce chemis-
try of miner:als. Fuerstenau (4) used this technique to investigate quartZ. He de-
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vdoped equipment and a procedure for measuring the zeta pOtential of quarez 
by the stre2ming potential meThod. 
O'Conner, n. aI. (9), investigated electrokinetic properties of quartz and 
corundum. 
The streaming potentials of very uniform spherical-grained sands were 
measured by Schdever and Bleil (12). They found that the ratio of the str=· 
ing pocential, (AE), to the pressure difference, (P), was independent of the 
changes in configurarlon of the sand matrix as well as its porosity and length, 
which is in accord with the generally Kceptc:d theory. A ~riation in (6.E/P) with 
gN.in diameter was found which could only be partially accounted for by sur-
lice conductance alone. They devdoplxf :om cmpirio.l equation to rdate: (d E/P) 
to grain diameter. 
A summary of the litentture indicates: 
(1) the need for further investigation of the flow of colloidal suspensions 
in porous media, parricularly with respect to the effeCt of hydnulic go,dient:l!ld 
suspension concentration. 
(2) Darcy's law can he applied to the analysis of the flow of colloidal sus-
pensions in porous media if laminar flow conditions prevail. 
(3) the concept of stre3ming potential should be used in conjunction with 
a study of the flow of colloidal suspensions in porous media in an attempt to 
rehte the physio-chemic:.J properties of the media to flow through the media. 
MATERIALS, EQUIPMEN T AND PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the flow of colloidal suspen-
sions in porous media. Cuborundum was used as the porous media; the colloidal 
suspensions wei:e prepared from W yoming bentonite and double·distilled water. 
These suspensions were allowed to flow through the carborundum. Measure-
mentS of rate of flow and hydraulic head loss were made. Also, since the electro-
kinetic properties of the arborundurn were important in this study, electrical 
measurementS were uken to determine these properties. All measuremenrs 'I>."Cre 
taken during the same period of time in such a manner that they did not imer-
fere with the flow of the suspension through the Clrborundum. 
Materials 
Water 
Double distilled water was used in these tests. This water was pumped into 
a cylindrical Luciee tank, 6 inches in diameter and 48 inches long, for de.airing 
The water was de-aired by applying a vacuum to the tank for one hour. The 
water was then allowed to flow by gravi ty into a storage tank at a very slow 
rate in order to prevent the water from becoming aerated again. This tank-8 
inches high, 18 inches wide, and 36 inches long - was constructed of Lucite. 
The water was stored in this ra.nk until needed. 
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Carborundum 
The Cllrborundum used in these experiments W2S obtained from the Grbor-
undum Company, Niagara Falls, New York. This ffi2terial was designated:.iS 
silicon Cllrbide gnins and powders, type RA (medium sharp). The material was 
obuined in the following grit size numbers; 30, 54, 90, 150, 180, 220, 280, 320 
and 500. The material was sized by using a complete set of U. S. stand2rd 
sieves. It was assumed that the materi:.!.1 retained between twO adjacent sized 
sieves W:.l.S uniform. 
These uniform-sized lots of carborundum were then placed in an oven for 
24 hours :.!.t a temperature of 600 0 F to remove any organic contaminates which 
might h2ve been present. The material was then cooled, thoroughly washed in 
distilled w:lter by agiution, and rhen dried and stored in sealed containers for 
further use. 
T he Suspensio ns 
The suspensions were prepared from Wyoming bentonite :.!.nd distilled 
water. The Wyoming bentonite, a Na-mommorillonite type day, w:lS obtained 
from the Amerion Colloid Company, Chicago, Illinois. The trade name for this 
material is "KWK Volday." Chemical analyses and X-ray diffraction patterns of 
the day 2nd day suspensions are given in the Appendix. 
A slurry of the clay and distilled water was prepared by vigorous stirring. 
The slurry v,oas then diluted to a 2 percent suspension and placed. in a bag made 
of semipermeable membrane in order to remove the exchangeable calcium and 
sulntes by dillysis. The bag was placed in l 3-glllon polyethylene container 
filled with distilled water. The water WlS changed daily until the electricli con-
ductivity of the water removed after 24 hours was less than 20 micromhos. At 
this point it w:lS assumed thlt mOSt of the calcium and sulfates had been reo 
moved. The suspension was removed from the bags and piKed in a 15-liter, 
Pyrex glass container for storage until needed. Fifteen liters of the suspension to 
be used in l test were prepared by diluting the previously preplfed suspension 
to the desired concentration and placing it in a clcboy. A Bouyoucos hydro-
meter was used to measure the concentrations. 
The suspension was mixed thoroughly and a Slmple 'i!I:lS taken on which a 
pH determination was made. Sufficient NaOH was ldded m the sample to bring 
the pH up to 9.0. This value was chosen because it is in the pH range in which 
a bentonite suspension is the most suble. From the information on the sample, 
the correct amount of NaOH was added to the large volume of the suspension 
to bring irs pH up to 9.0. The suspension WlS 19ain thoroughly stirred and al-
lowed to stlnd 24 hours before being used in a tes!. This procedure 'i!I:lS followed 
in order to yield the most stable cby-water suspension with as little modifiClriOn 
of the bentOnite particle lS possible. The standing period was used to insure 
thlt the plrticle size of the suspended material was less than 2 microns. 
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Equipment 
The e<Juipmem was placed in an insulated chamber 8 feet long, 8 feet wide 
and 8 feet high. The temperature of chis chamber could be controlled to within 
1° C. The tests were conducrd in this chamber so the temperature variable 
could be controlled and considered constant in the analysis of the d:Hl. 
For Measuring the Hydraulic Properties 
The equipment was designed co provide downward flow through the car-
borundum. Also, because of the possibility of chemical reac tions, metal in con-
tact with the carborundum, warer, or suspensions was lvoided. Therefore, glass. 
ph.stic, and rubber were used in construccing the equipment. The plastics used 
were Lucic( and Plexiglas, transparent acrylic materials. 
Permeameters- The permeameters were constructed to hold the arbonm-
dum during the tests. They were made almost entirely of Lucite and Pleltiglas in 
order that the carborundum could be observed. A 2-inch cylinder was chosen 
since che cross-sectional area of the cylinder should be lacge in comparison to 
che diameter of the media particles. T his condition insured that the effect of 
the flow at the mcdia-w:IJ1 interface and the influence of any irregularities of the 
surEl.Ce of the media would be negligible. The ratio of the diameter of the 
cylinder to the diameter of the largest particles of the carborundum was 65. 
This value is within the limits set by Rose (10), who stated that for ratios 
g reater than SO, the w:IJl effeCt could be neglected. 
The top and base of the permeameter were made of Plelt iglas blocks. The 
dimensions are shown on a cross-sectional view of the permeameter in Figure 1. 
A recess was machined in the base to hold a gasket. The top was made in two 
pieces: one was machined to fit over the cylinder and was then glued to it, and 
the other piece was clamped co the cylinder and held the gasket. The permea-
meter was held together with brass rods. T he cylinder was fas tened to the base 
and the tOp plate clamped in place with these rods. The tOP plate could be re-
moved for filling the permeameter without disassembling the rest of the permea-
meter. 
Screens of various macerials were used to hold the carborundum in the 
cylinder. These screens were glued to a piece of Luciee which fit inside the 
cylinder and which had been perforated and cupped on the bottom to allow the 
fluid to flow from the carborundum out through the base. The screen block was 
placed at the lower end of the cylinder againSt the base plate. 
Eighc manometer taps were attached to the cylinder. The tOp manometet 
tap was located JUSt below the top of the cylinder; the borrom manometet tap 
was located JUSt above the screen in the base of the cylinder. The ochet six mano-
meter taps were evenly spaced along the cylinder. A detailed drawing of one of 
the six manometer taps is shown in Figure 2. All manometer taps weIe con· 
nected to a manometer board with rubber tubing, which had an inside dia· 
meter of 0.25 inches. 
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TO MANOMETER' - --
2' DIA._ 
1. 1/2 INCH DIAMETER LUCIlE ROD, TUR N ED TO FIT 3/8 INCH DIAMETER 
HOLE IN CYLINDER WALL 
2. 3/16 INCH DlAMUER BORE 
3. 1/16 INCH DJAMfTER AIR HOLE 
4. RU8BER TUBING 
5. REINFORCING PATCH (LUCilE) 
6. CYLINDER WALL 
7. HEAVY NYLON MATERIAL OR BRASS SCRfEN 
8. welTE WASHER, 0.010 INCH THICK 
9 . 3/8 INCH INTERIOR DIAMETER, 1/16 INCH WAll, MAYON TU81NG 
NOTE: THE NYLON MATERIAL OR BRASS SCREEN IS FIRST GLUED TO THE 
WASHER AND TRIMMED. THE COMPLETE FIlTER IS THEN GLUED 
INTO THE RECESS . 
Fig. 2_A d e tailed cron-setfional drawing of a manomete r top. 
Manometer Board-The manometer board consisted of eight Pyrex gl:..ss 
tubes, 8 millimeters inside d.i:l.mecer and 28 inches long, mounted on a plywood 
board which had been covered with croSS-se<:tion paper. 
Constant Head Controls- The Row of either water or suspension thro.ugh 
the carborundum ill the permeameter was controlled in order to provide an ab-
solute pressure gradient across the petmeameter. This positive gradient prevented 
air from entering the system. Also the constant head controls were desigQed to 
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( 1) m:l.int:l.in:l. ConSI:l.nl hydl'llulic gNdient during the resu, (2) provide:l. range 
of hydMllic gl'lldienu (0.1 to 2.0), :l.nd 0) provide for changing the liquid Row-
ing in the syslem from water to suspension with :I. minimum of disTUrlnnce. 
Three COnStant head controls were: bulle: one to control the inflow of W:l.ter 
to the perme:.tmeter, one to control che in Row of the suspension, (od one to 
control the outflow of either the w:.tter or the suspension. The inRow COnSWlt 
head conuols were identic:.tl :.tnd were mounted. on :.t common bl'llcket shown in 
Figure 3, to provide the ume w:.tter level in e:.tch. 
Compaaion j\1a(hin~-ln order to c:1i min:.tte the porosi ty variable, the 
carborundum h:.td to be: pl:.tCN in the pc:rme:.tmeter and compacted. to the s:.tme 
porosity for e:.teh test. The carborundum was placed in the pc: rme:.tmeter under 
w:.ttet and eomp:.tCted to remove entnppc:d air in the column of c:.trborundum in 
the permeametc:r. A machine was designed :.tnd built which would compact the 
c:.trborundum in the pcrmeameten by n ising the pc:rmcameter 2 inches:.tM then 
allowing it to drop to its original position. A compaction time of one minute 
produced uniform compaction of the C:.trborundum for :.t11 SilCS except the 63· 
micron m:.ttc:nal which would not settle during the oper:.ttion of rhe machine. It 
W:.lS comp:.tcted in the pcrme:.tmeter by gently tapping the sides of the cylinder 
with :.t plastic mailer until no further settling was observed. 
Viscosity M~asur~mlllts-The viscosity of both the distilled moter and the 
suspensions was determined with an Ostwald viscometer. 
Equipment for Electrical Measurements 
As st:.tted previousl)', c:lectrical measurements were ITUde to determine elec-
trokinetic properties of the water-carborundum or suspc:nsion-c:.trborundum sys-
tems. The electrokinetic properties of interest were the streaming potential and 
the zeta potential. The struming potenti :.t l, as defined previously, is the voltage 
developed across the column of c:.trborundum in the pc:rmeamerer by the liquid 
Rowing through the column, The zeta potend:.tl c:.tn be calculated from the: 
nre:.tming potential by the Helmhol{l·Smoluchowski equ:.tcion, provided {he: 
eltttrical conductivity of the liquid in the porcs of the porous media is known. 
In order to determine this conductivity, rhe elecrrinl resisnncc: of the column 
of liquid and carborundum in the permeamerer must be measured. Therefore, 
the electrical measurements m:.tde on the system were the volt:.tge across the 
column and the resistance of the liquid.filled column. 
Th~ Eltetroths- The volr:.tge :.tnd resistance measurements were made 
across cwo electrodes which were located at either end of the nrborundum 
column in (he pc:rme:.tmetet. Each of the electrodes W:.lS m:.tde by spot wc:1ding 
a '2·mesh pl:.ttinum screen, 2 inches in diametcr, to a 26-gauge p12tinum wire 
formed in the: sh:.tpe of:.t circle. This platinum wire gave rigidity to the electrode 
:.tnd provided a lead co the outside of the pc:rmeameter. 
The electrodes were washed, first in concentn-ted nitric acid, then in dis-
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Fig. 3-The inflow con5'on' heod controls. 
ciUed water, and he2tcd over an open !'hme co a red he~1.[ co cle2n them before 
being used. This process was repeated several times during the course of the 
study. 
Tbe Vacuum Tube Voltmeter - A VlCuum tube voltmeter was used co 
measure the voluge between the two electrodes. A direct current vacuum rube 
voltmeter, Model 2ooB, built by Keithley Instrumencs, Inc., Clevebnd, Ohio 
was used. This instrumenr had an input grid current of less than 5 x 10'" am· 
peres on all ranges. Eight vohage ranges of 0.008,0.02,0.08,0.20,0.80,2,8, and 
20 volts full scale were pcovided. The calibr:ation .1ccur:acy was within 2 percent 
of full sc:lie on all ranges. Also, a pobrity switch allowed positive or neg-Hive 
volr.<ges co be re2d. Shielded le2ds were used co connect the meter co the bind· 
ing pOStS on the permeameter. 
Switching BQx-A switching box was built :wd placed in the line between 
the voltmeter and the perme2meter. This switching box provided a means of 
short circuiring the electrodes and also short circuiting the tCI"minals of the volt-
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meIer :II 111 rimes except when volugc rC1dings were being I:lken. This urangc-
menl elimin:lled the necessity of turning the voltmeter off :lnd on sever:al times 
during :I test. 
Shitlding-During prelimin:lry resrs wilh the equipment, consider:able drift-
ing :lnd insubility in Ihe voltage readings were obsen·ed. In order to reduce 
this drifting to :I minimum :lnd provide more st:lble volt:lge mC1SUIement, both 
the voltmeter :lnd the perme1meter were shielded with boxes m:lde of }().mesh 
br:ass screen soldered to :I mme m:lde of br:ass rods. T hese shields :Ire shown in 
Figure 4. These shields, the voltmeter, :lnd the switching box were conne<ted 
to :I good elccrric:ll ground. 
Rtsistanft Al tasurtmtnts-The resisr:ance of the carborundum column in 
the p<:rme:lrneter was measured llcross the electrodes by using:l Bouyoucos 
bridge, Model C, ffi:lnu&'ctu rered by the Wood :lnd Meul Products Comp2-ny, 
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan. This bridge is a pomble, b:lttery-opemed AC 
Whtltstone Bridge, utilizing e:lIphones :IS the balance indicator and operating 
:It a bridge frC9uency of toOO cycles. The tesistance r:ange is from 0 to ~ x to' 
ohms. The overal1:1ccur:acy is within plus or minus 1 percent of the reading. An 
:ldjustable'Cllp:lcitance b11ance is provided. 
Procedure 
Filling The Perme1meter 
The permeameter w:as filled with distilled W1.ter which W1.S forced into it :It 
the bottom. This operation forced :Ill of the :lir out of the permameter. The 
tubing connected to the b:lse of the permeameter W1.S cI:lmpcd and the pet"ffiC1-
meter was placed on rhe compaction ffi:lchine. 
The carborundum W15 placed in the permC1meter under water with the :tid 
of a glass funnel. The glus funnel was kept in mOtion inside the pcrmeamcter 
to maintain a uniform distribution of the carborundum over the artl of the 
permameter. The filling proceeded umil the Cllrborundum '11'11.5 level with the 
tOp of the pcrmeameter. T he tOP plate was placed on the permeameter, and the 
carborundum comp2-cted. 
After the carborundum was compacted the tOP eleCtrode was placed on the 
surface of the carborundum and secured by a pbs tic snap ring. The permeameter 
was detached from the compaction machine, placed in the shield, and clamped 
[Q a vertical rod for support. Tubing connections were made from the permea-
meter to the inflow constant head comrol for WlIIter and [Q the ourflow control. 
The leads from the switching box were conne<ted to the binding postS on 
the tOp and h!:mom of the permeameter. These leads were connected so [he lead 
from the positive terminal of the voltmeter was connected to rhe bottom bind-
ing pOSt through the switching box. T he switches on the switching box were 
Set so that the circuit would be dosed between the twO electrodes, and the termi-
nals of the vol tmeter would be short circuited and grounded. 
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Fig . 4-A generClI view of the equipment showing the shields 
...und the voltmeter (lnd the permeomet. r. 
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I ni ti ~ l T ests With \Vater 
The flow of distilled water was started through the carborundum. The con-
stant head controls were adjusced to maintain a hydl'llulic gradient approximately 
equal to one. The level of overflow in the outflow constant head control was 
a.lw:.l.ys maimained :.I.t a point above the top of the permeameter to insure that 
a posirive pressure was maimained in the permeameter. The flow of water 
through the permeameter was continued until the electrical conductivity of a 
sample of the effluent was approximately equal to the e1C':(trical conductivity-of 
the influent. The conStant head comrols were chen adjusted to maintain the de-
sired hydraulic gl'lldienc for rhe particular test under way. The manometers were 
filled and connC':({ed to the manometer taps on the permeamecef. 
The flow, which had continued while the conS[lm head comrols were ad-
justed and the manometerS wetC conne<:ted, was continued for:,lO hour or unti l 
{he flow reached a steady state determined by observing wheTher any changes 
occurred in the heights of any of the manometer water columns. After this 
steady state was reached, the temperature was read and the electrical conductivity 
of a sample of the effluent was determined. The flow was then stopped and the 
resistance of the column of carborundum in the permeameter was determined. 
The voltmeter was connected to the switching box, turned on, and allowed 
to warm up for a shon period of rime. The switch was opened briefly, complet-
ing the circuit between the electrodes and the voltmeter, and the no-flow voltage 
across the electrodes was measured . The flow was turned on and allowed to 
stabilize. A graduate cylinder was placed under the discharge from the outflow 
constant head control and the Stop watch started. As the flow continued, a srart-
ing voltage reading was taken, the manometerS read, and a final voltage rC'::lding 
was taken. The graduate cylinder was removed from under the discharge and 
the watch StOpped. These readings of volume of flow and length of time wetC 
recorded. The flow was stopped and another no-flow voltage reading was raken. 
These readings, t:l. ken during the period of time from the initial reading on no-
flow voltage to the final reading of no-flow voJt~ge, were considered as a single 
"group of readings." Therefore, in the following discussion the use of the term, 
"group of readings," will refer to this sequence of readings. 
After three groups of readings had been taken, if analysis of volume and 
time data indicated that the flow was steady, the flow was stopped. If the flow 
was not steady, additional groups of readings were taken until rhe flow did be-
come steady. Then after the flow was stopped the resistance bridge was connect-
ed to the switching box and the resistance of the carborundum column was de-
termined. 
T esu with Bentonite Suspension 
The neXt phase of the test W:.lS made using the suspension instead of the 
distilled water. 
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The tubing connecting the permeameter to the infiow constmr head comrol 
fo r w:utr was disconnected :and connected 10 the inflow const:ant head control 
for the suspension, and the flow was st:Ur~ through {he permeamC'ret". Volt2ge 
readings were t:IIken every few minutes as the suspension entered the permea-
meter. During this initial period of flow, the manometers wen: observed for any 
flucN1don in the mdings. If an the milnometers were steady, and the suspen-
sion was observed to be passing out of the outflow conStant head control, a 
group of ce1dings W1S 11ken in the same m:anner as outli ned in the procedure 
with wltcr. Then twO more groups of rC:.l.ciings were Ilko::n, and if the flow was 
stCldy during these three groups of te1dings, no more were u ken. If the flow 
was not Steady, groups of radings were raken until the Row did become steady. 
If, during the initw period of suspension Row, the level in the manometers 
which indicared the h(ad loss across the sections of the column of carborundwn 
dropped, this drop indicated an increase in rhe resistance of these layers to Row. 
This incruse in the resistance could be caused by the se2ling effro: of bentonite 
particles retained either on the surface of the carOOnlndum column or in the 
pores benoth the surface. Therefore, if the manometer levels were dropping, 
they were read every five minutes. Afrer a period of 20 to 30 minutes, the 
volume of flow during a given period of time was collected. This volume, the 
period of time, and volrages during Row were recorded along with the mano· 
meter readings. The manometer tubing was clamped and the Row shut off briefly 
in order to obuin a no-flow voltage reading. The flow W2S Started again and, as 
before, groups of codings were taken at 30-mi nute intervals until ei ther the 
How reached a stady sute or complete sealing of the column occurred. During 
this period the time at which the susf(nsion passed through the column ~-a.s 
recorded. 
After the flow of rhe suspension rached a sready or complete sealing oc· 
curred, the manometers were clamped, the flow Stopped and the resistance of 
the suspension in the cuborundum column measured. The electrical conduCtivi ty 
of the suspension in bulk was determined. 
Final T ests with Water 
The tubing connecting the perme;1metet ro the inflow constant had control 
was disconnected and connected to the water control, and the flow of W2t(f was 
surred. Voltage readings were taken and recorded every few minutes as the 
water re-entered. the f(rmeameter. After n to 20 minutes, readings were taken 
in the same manner as before. These groups of readings were taken at succes· 
sive intervals of time until three consecutive groups of readings indicated tlut 
rhe flow had reached a steady state. The manometers were rhen clamped and 
the How stopf(d. The electrical resistance of the carborundum column was 
measured and the electrical conductivity of the final effluenr vns determined. 
The permeameter was disconnected and dismantled. The column of car-
borundum was pbced in a Pyrex dish ll.nd dried in an oven at 1100 C for 24 
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hours. The <:arborundum was removed from the oven, weighed and the net 
weight used to calculate the porosity of the w lumn. 
Determination of the Quantity of &ntoniu Retained in the Column 
Samples of approximately 50 grams each weIe taken from the tOp in<:h, the 
next inch, the middle 2 inches, and the lower 2 in<:hes of the column. These 
samples were analyzed at the Agricultural Experiment Station chemical lab-
oratory for bentonite in the following manner. The samples were dried for 24 
hours at 110° C , then weighed in l'O·milliliter beakers which had been deaned 
thoroughly, dried, and weighed empty. To each beaker containing rhe carborun-
dum was added 100 milliliters of a dispersing solution. The solution contained 
3'.7 grams/lirer of ulgon (sodium hexametaphosphate) and 7.94 grams/liter 
of sodium carbonate. This mixture of carborundum and the dispersing solution 
was stirred in the beaker for l' minutes with a magnetic Stirrer. T his process 
dispersed any bentonite in the sample. The sample was then transferred to a 
glass crucible with a fritted glass bottom, which had been previously cleaned, 
dried and weighed. The material in the crocible was then washed several times, 
first with th~ dispersing solution, then with successive di lutions of the dispersing 
solution and finally with double-distilled water. The intent of this process W2.S 
to W:.l.sh any bentonite, which had been dispersed, out of the arborondum. The 
crucible containing the carborondum was then dried for 24 hours at 1100 C and 
weighed. Both the crucible and the beaker were again weighed. 
The difference in weight of the original sample and the final weight of the 
sample after dispersing and washing was taken as the quantity of bentonite re-
tained in the sample. Re-weighing the beakers and crocibles gave a check for 
any error in the procedure due to loss in weight of these conu.iners or due to 
weighing errors. Since the amount of bentonite in the sample and the weight of 
the sample were known, the quantity of bentonite in the layer from which the 
sample was taken could be calculated. Samples of carborundum which were 
known to contain no bentonite were analyzed by this procedure as ~ check of 
the precision of the method. 
Cell Consu.nr Determinations 
The cell conStant mUSt be determind experimentally. The permeameter is 
filled with carborundum in the same manner ~s outlined in the test procedure 
except O.lO normal KCl is used as the fluid. This electrolyte is used because the 
electrica:l conductivity is high enough to suppress the effect of the sur6ce con-
ductivity of the p~rticles on the total conductivity of the column. Therefore, 
the bulk conductivity of the KCI is the same ~s the conductivity of the KCI in 
the pores. The resistance of this KCI-carborundum system is then determined 
and the cdl constant calculated by multiplying the conduCtivity of the KCl by 
the resistance of the KCl-carborundum system. This cell constant which has 
been determined with the surf~ce conduCtivity suppressed can be used to cal-
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culuc the ckctriol conducdvity of the liquid used in the t~tS as it exiStS in 
the porcs of the carborundum column. Several ccll-constant dercrmin:ations were 
made for each size marerial. A summ:.u y of these values is given in the Appendix. 
DATA AN D DISCUSSION 
Tests ~!~ made on carborundum of p:lrticle sizes of 715.38' . 273, 163, 80, 
and 63 microns. The fluids used wcrc double-distilled W1.ter, :and 0. 1 and 1.0 
percent suspensions of Wyoming bentonite in double-distilled wucr. T he: hy-
draulic gradients ranged from 0.1 to 2.0. 
H ydnulic D ata 
Init ial TeStS with Double- Distilled W ater 
fe.r (:leh test, the initial measurementS were made with doublc:·disrillo:! 
watcr flowing [hrough the system. All tcsn werc made under conditions of 
bminar flow. 
R,/ation of ratt of flow to hydraulif gradienJ-The rate of Row (Q) is 
plotte<! versus hydraulic gl"2diem (i) for each size of particles in Figure ,. The 
hydraulic gndiem was computed by using the head loss between the second and 
seventh manometer raps from the top of the permCllmeter and the dist:a.nce be-
tween them. The data plot straight lines on log-log paper at 45& to the hori-
1ont;\I, which indicatcs that the relationship between rate of Row and hydraulic 
gradient is linear, and that the Row is laminar. Since this relationship exists 
Darcy's law can be applie<!. The Reynolds numbers for rhe flow condi[ions of 
each tCSt are given in [he Appendix. The vlllucs arc all less than 10, which fact 
furthct cstlblishes that the Row in III tens was laminar. 
Pt rmtability- Since Darcy's law applies, the permeability of the media 
was calculated using the following form of the Darcy equa[ion: 
k' =Q1] 
A P g i 
The Darcy «juation was modified by insertion of the viscosity (1J) lind 
dcnsity (p) of the flu id and the acceleration of gravity (8). The permeability 
calculated by this equation is a property of the medium alone and independent 
of the fluid . In order to eliminate the effects of the interfacc losses at the tOP 
and the bottom of the column, thc permeability calculations were based on the 
hydnulic g radient across [he center·five inches of the carborundum column. 
Tes[s with Bentonite Suspensions 
The datl indicate that for the larger particle sizes (775 and 38' microns) 
the flow n te is proportional to the hydraulic gradient, liS WlS true wi th distilled 
watCf. For the pnticle sizes 16}, 80, and 6, microns, the dara were quite vlrilble 
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and the linear relationship did nOI hold. The V1.fiabilit), ffil y be explained by 
(1) occurrence of considerable selling in testS on these sizes which introduced 
a degree of unste:adiness into the flow, (2) possible error in head-lO$S mcasure. 
menrs because of scaling thai may have taken place at the screens which were 
used to keep carborundum from moving imo the manometers. 
Permeability- Even though vuiability did exist in the hydnulic mea$U~­
meors on the suspension-cuborundum systems, the permeability of the column 
wn alcuhted. The calculations were bued on meuurc:ments taken when the 
Row r:uc reached a conStant value. The permeabili ties were: corrected for the 
viscosity of the suspensions. 
Spl(ifi' discharge- Since the problem encountered in the measurement of 
head loss for the suspension-carborundum system also affected the permeability 
cl icuiltion, l term-specific discharge (Q ')-W15 cl1cubted_ This tefm was sug-
gested by Ncwmro (8), rod is equ:v to the permelbiJity (k') multiplied by the 
hydnulic gndient. The specific discharge therefore takes into lCCOUnt viscosity, 
density and gnvity but does not include the hydnulic gradient. Since specific 
dischlrge was not lffected by the varilbllity in the measurement of head loss 
due to sealing of the manometer tlPS, it was C1I.1culated for each test and com· 
plred to the corresponding value for distilled Wllter. 
Final Tests with W lrer 
After the flow of the suspension had reached 1 sreltly value or the column 
had become sealed, double·distilled Water WllS rc-introduccd into the permea-
metc!". The: permeability rod specific dischuge were calcubted as before. A sum· 
m:uy of these a.lcubrions is given in the Appendix. 
BENTON ITE RETENTION IN THE COLUMN 
After the hydraulic meuurements were completed, the Clrborundum was 
removed from the permea.meter lnd samples were raken lnd In:a.lyzed to detc!"-
mine the qlWltity of bentonite retlined in various sections of the column. 1bese 
data m reported in the Appendix. The: amount in each section of the column is 
reported in milligr:lms of bentonite retlined per 100 gr1lIlS of carborundum. 
The dlra indicate that very little bentonite was retained in the column for 
rhe pa.rticle sizes of 775 lOd 38~ microns. For the sizes of 163, SO, and 63 microns 
mOSt of the bentonite retlined W2S in the tOP inch of the column. The amount 
renined in the top inch for thcse sizcs incrC1l.scd with the concentration of the 
susperuion. The data on the rebtionship between the lmount retlined in the 
tOp inch lOd the hydraulic gr:ldicnt ilCe quite vuilble. This v1tiability reflects 
the errors in the method of determining the qUlnrity of bentonite in the column 
liS well as those caused by disturbance of the surface of the cuborondum column 
on [(·introduction of the Wltet. 
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ELECTRICAL OAT A 
During each test, measurements of the electrical resistance of the column, 
the sneaming potential across the column, and the electrical conductivity of the 
water and of the suspension were taken concurrently with rhe hydnulic meas-
urements. A summary of these data is given in the Appendix. 
Elccttic:ll Conductivity of the Liquid in tbe Pores 
As mentioned previously, the calculation of the zen potential from the 
streaming potential mC2surements involves the knowled~ of the electrical con-
dudvity of the fluid in the pores of the carborundum column. Since this con-
ductivity is affected by the surface conductivity of the panicles, it mUSt be deter-
mined indirecdy from mC2suremenrs taken on the column as a whole. As in-
dicated in the test procedure, the resistance of the carborundum column was 
meuured. The dectrical conductivity of the liquid in the pores can be c:llculated 
from the following relationship: 
>... = Cell constant 
Resistance of the column. 
Zeta Porenti2.1 
The zeta potential (n W2$ calculated from the Helmhohz-Smoluchowski 
«[IUrion, 
r = " I'l" 11 .\,6.E 
DP 
in which (1]) is the viscosity of the liquid; (A.), the elcctrial conductivity of the 
liquid in the pores of the column; (6.E), the Streaming potential ; (D) , the di-
electric conm.nt of the licluid; and (P), the pressure difference across the column 
determined from the hydnulic gndient and the length of the column. The zeta 
potentials calculated for C2ch tCSt arc given in the Appendix. 
The values of leta potentials were brgest for the luger puticlc sizes and 
decreased with panicle size. This may be expbined by the fact that as the par-
ticle size dccreascd, the total surface conductivity increased. This increa$( in sur-
face conductivity had an e!'fect even though the electrical conductivity of the 
li,=!uid in the pores of the column ~ used in cakul1tion of zeu potential. 
The zeu potential decrease with the introduction of the suspension into 
the column m:l.y be ell: piaincci by a combination e!'fect: suppression of the zeta 
potential of the carbotundum by a coating of bentonite panicles on the cu-
borundum fW"tides, and a suppression of the surface conductivity of the car-
borundum system by the increased electrical conductivity of the suspension over 
that of distilled water. It would be very difficult to sepu1te these effectS. 
In most testS the zeu potentid im;reased with the re-introduction of water. 
For the tests on the larger putide siles, (77~ and 38~ microns), this find value 
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of ze[~ porendl[ for water returned fO n<!2r!y the initial value for water. T he re-
turn to nen the original value indiened [hlt the bentonite WlS almost entirely 
removed from the column, which :agrees with the eLm on bentonite retenrion in 
the column. 
The ~e[l poccntl1i a.JcuJared for testS on the smaller pardcle sizes, (163, 80 
and 63 microns), incrosed only slighrly with the re-introduction of W2ter. The 
faCt thar [he final vllue for WaitT was near t he value for the bentonite: suspen-
sion indicates tllli there wu Still an influence of [he bentonite suspension in 
the column. The daa on retemion of bentonite in the column indicate a greater 
retention for chese sizes which agrees with the f2ct (h:u the Zet1 potential re-
mained low for these te5($ with the fe-introduction of water. The data on reduc-
tion in permeability by the bentonite suspension indic~olte that for these siles 
there WlIS a considerable reducrion in permeability, which aglin agrees with the 
data on ~eta potential. 
It should be sta ted thlt the dau on ~eD. potential obtained when Ihe bento-
nite suspension did not pass through the column lre of qu~tionable validiry be-
cause of the non-uniform composition of the liquid throughout Ihe column. 
SEALING 
Two of the more important aspects of this study were to determine the 
relationships between hydraulic gradient and the flow of colloidal suspensions 
in the porous media, and between the con~ntration of the suspension and the 
flow in porous media. In this study the tWO ext reme cases of flow of colloidal 
suspensions in porous media were encountered: (1) the suspension passed 
through the media with no significant change in the media or the suspension, 
and (2) the suspension did not enter the media becluse the suspended particles 
were filtered out at the surface, causing a stoppage of flow. 
For the flow conditions between these twO extremes, the problem arises as 
to how to measure the change in the system caused by the flow of the suspen-
sion in the media. In this study the reduction in permeability from the initial 
fl ow of Water ro that determined ffOm the fina l flow of water is reported as a 
percent reduction in permeability. T his reduction also could be thought of as a 
change in the degree of sealing. 
Two problems arose: the problem associated with the sealing of the mano-
meter taps by the suspension, and the problem nsociated with increase in final 
perma.bility with water beouse of the distutblnce of the surflce of the Clr-
borundum column. The fi rst of these problems WlS overcome by using the reo 
duction in specific dischltge ins ta.d of reduction in permeabili ty, since the spe· 
cific dischugc does not include the head loss in irs computadon. T he second 
problem W1IS e1iminlted by using the reduction in specific discharge or permea-
bility between the initill flow o f warer and the final values for the flow of the 
suspenSIOn . 
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A summary of the rt<!uctions in ptrmeability and specific discharge is given 
in Tabk 1. 
Effect of Hydr.l.ulic Gr.l.dient on Scaling 
The relationship between hydraulic gradiem :.!.nd reduCtion in spteific dis-
charge for each partick size is shown in Figure 6. The hydraulic gndienr used in 
plouing is the over:.!.ll gradient aaoss the emire length of column, which dif· 
fered slightly from the hydraulic gndient across the cemer-five inches of the 
column, which was used in computing the permcabilities for the initial flow of 
WltCl". 
The data indicate that for the tests with particle sizes 775 and 385 microns, 
there was only :.I. small reduction in specific discharge in each test and no gmenl 
relationship between hydraulic grldiem and reduction in specific dischlrge 
existt<!. 
For the 163 and 8o-micton mlterial the dlta show In increlse in sealing 
(greater [eduction in specific dischlrge) with inctelsing hydraulic gradient. The 
differences between the values of the reduction in specific dischlrge from initial 
water flow [0 suspension flow and from initill Water flow to final W:.I.ter flow lre 
problbly due to the effect of surface disturbance by the re-introduCtion of water 
imo the permcameter. 
The carborundum of 63·micron particle size was staled completely at both 
hydraulic gradients of 0.10 and 2.0. 
An explanltion of the efftet of hydraulic gradient on scaling may be bast<! 
on the rate of movement of the suspension through the pores in relation to the 
pore size and the orientation of the particles in this moving liquid. The car-
borundum used in this study is angular in shape. When lngUlar marerill is 
plcked in a column at random, the pores in the column will hlve a wide dis-
tribution of sizes as well as :.l. wide range in shape. 
If the average size of the pores is large as is the case for the 775 and 385-
micron m:.l.terill, bentonite plrticles may be trapped in the small irregularly-
shaped pores. But the successive build-up of bentonite particles on the origin:.l.l 
particles trapped does not develop to the point o( bridging across these luge 
pores to produce a significant retardation of flow. 
If the lverage size of the pores is somewhlt sm:.l.ller, as in the case of the 
163 and 80·micron carborundum, the successive build-up of bentonite particles 
on the original particles trapped docs continue until l considerable porcion of 
the pores have been closed off. An increase in hydraulic gradient causes this pro-
cess of build-up to [:.l.ke place at a more rapid rate. In addition, this greater pres-
sure causes the trlppcd material to be packed more tightly, producing a Stronger 
bridge across the entrlnce to the pores. Also there is the possibility thlt the 
bentonite particles arc oriented in l more nearly horizonul pilne in the flow 
under higher hydraulic gradients. If this is nue, there would be a greHer 
tendency for these pilte-like bentonite p:.l.rticles to be tnpped and form bridges. 
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Partlcll Sin Particle SIB 
775 microns 385 microns 
I I 
• 
, , ., 
A. 
Particle Stu Partie .. SI.r:. 
1163 micrON 80 microns ' 
KEY 
I 
O. I~ Concer.lrot ion 
• Suspension 
6 Water 
t. 0% Concentration 
0 Suspension 
, 
l ' Water , 
-HYDRAUUC GRADIENT,i, inches per inch 
Fig . 6-Relolionship of reduction in specific diKhorge to hydraulic 
g,adi.,.. for each partide si~. Clnd conce ntration of suspension. 
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In the C35e of the 63·micron orborundum the 3Ver3ge pore site is still 
many times gre3ter th3n the di3meter of the bentonite p3nicies. But yet the 
pores are sm:dl enough that the wide distribution of the pore sizes 3nd pore 
shapes of this angular material provides a m«hanism for trapping the bentonite 
particles and the subsequent bridging-over of the pores to the point of complete 
saling ccg2rdless of the hydraulic gndiem. 
In 3 previous in,·esrigation it was found that bentonite suspensions would 
no! enter columns of spherio.l glass beads with a diameter equal to or less rlun 
36 microns under a hydraulic gradiem of 1.0 ( l ). This fan , when compared. 
with the data for 63·mieron carborundum, gives compuison of the dfC<t of 
particle shape on s~ling. Since the angular carborundum has a greater range of 
pore sizes and shapes than the spherical material, the fact that scaling occurred 
for larger me3n pudc!e size of the carborundum would substantiate the state· 
mem that the pore·size distribution and pore shape have a pronounced effect on 
sealing. 
Effect of Concentration on Sc~ding 
The relationship between the concentntion of the bentonite suspension and 
the reduction in specific diSCharge is shown in figure 6. Since only twO concen· 
trations (0.1 and 1.0 percent) were used, the extent of this relationship is limited. 
But for these tWO concenuations the reduction in specific discharge (degree of 
scaling) increased with increase in concentntion. The increases were small in 
most cues. 
This increase in sealing with increase in concenmtion o.n best be explained 
by the increased amount of bentonite moYing through the column per unit 
yolume of liquid thus increasing the probabiliry of some bentonite particles be· 
coming tr:lppcd. 
Relation between Degree of Scaling and Bentonite Retained 
The data reported. did nOt show a good correlation between degree of scal· 
ing and bentonite retained.. But the data did indicate a tendency for the quantity 
of bentonite ren.inc:d to increase with an increase in the degree of scaling. Since 
most of the bentonite retained was retained on the surface or in the tOp inch of 
the column, this indicated that mechanical filtering was the main process by 
which bentonite was removed from the suspension. 
Correlation with Zeta Potential 
The z.er-a potential of the carborundum denascd with the introduction of 
the bentonite suspension into the column of orborundum. lI.\so thc zeu po-
tcntial of the carborondum calculated from the data on the final flow of wa[Cr 
through thl': column returned to nearly the original value for Woller in some 
cases and in other cases increased only slightly over the value for the suspension. 
The calculation of zeta potential during the re·introduction of water showed a 
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corrcbtion ~{ween degree of sealing and this change in zeta pactnrial of the 
carborundum. In {hose testS where: very little: sealing occurred, the zeta pot<:n!ial 
of thc carborundum returned to nearly the original value:; but in those tests 
where considerable sealing occurred, the zeta potential of the: CI.rborundum did 
no! increase appreciably above the: values for the bentonite: sus~nsion. An ex-
pl:an~Hion of these changes in {he zeta potential of the: clrborundu m was pre-
sented previously under the discussion of zeta pactnrial calculations. 
DISCUSSION OF ERRORS AND SCATTER IN THE DATA 
H ydraulic Mc:asurc:mems 
Two types of errors were present in the: hydraulic me:tsurements; errors in 
readings, and erwC5 caused by equipment operation. 
Head- The hydl'aulic head at points in the column of carborundum was 
measured by reading the height of a column of water in a manometer. These 
readings could be made to the nearest 0,05 inch. Although an attempt was made 
to read the manometer in the same ITI:I.nner eaeh time, the variation of 0.05 inch 
would produce a significant error in tests at low hydraulic gradients. 
In measuring the he:.l.d while the bentonite suspension was flowing through 
the system, se:l.ling occurred at rhe screens which held the carborundum out of 
the manometer tap. This sealing caused sluggish operation of the manometers. 
Discharge-The principal error in measuring the discharge from the per· 
mea meter W".lS in reading the volume of liquid caught in a graduate cylinder 
during a given length of time. These graduate cylinders could be read to the 
neareSt milliliter for the lOO-milliliter cylinder and to the nearest' milliliters 
for the lOOO-millilirer cylinder. The error of reading was greatest for low flows. 
This error also contributed to the problem of determining when the flow of the 
suspension reached a steady state, which influenced the degree of sealing lnd 
the scatter in the data. 
DisturbmlCl of the surface- During the final phase of the rest, it was dif· 
ficult to fe-introduce the water without disturbing the surface of the carborun· 
dum column. The disturbance of the surface caused an increase in rate of flow 
through the column and therefore the calculated degre<: of sealing was less than 
it would have been if no disturbance had occurred. 
Electrical l\1easuremenu 
Errors in rcadings and errors caused by equipment opel'ation were present. 
The voitmeter-The accuracy of the voltmeter, as stated by the manu· 
n cturers, was 2 percent of the full scale reading on all sCllcs. The princip:.l.! 
vuiadon in the voltage readings occurred when the no-flow voltage was high 
(100·200 millivolts), which rne:.l.nt that the instrument was set on a scale which 
would cover this no-flow reading. Therefore, on this sClle, 2 percent of full 
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$Cak might be equal to or greater than the actual potenrial difference between 
flow and no-flow conditions. 
Errors caused by drifting were eliminated by the use of the switchmg box. 
Also errors caused by impressed stray EMF's were almost entirely eliminated by 
the shields around the voltmeter and pcrmeameter and the shielded cabk con-
necdng them. 
Electrkal resistance- T he elcxtriCl.i resisunce was measured by the Bouyou-
cos bridge with an accuracy of 1 percent of the full scale reading. Since most of the 
readings were on the lower scales, this error was unimportant in this study. 
Electrical conductivity-Errors in measuring the electrical conductivity of 
rhe liquid used in the srudy were due primarily to personal judgment in deter-
mining the null point of the conductivity solution. The determination of this 
null poim is more difficult for liquids of low electrical conductivity. 
Determination of Quantity of Bemonite Retained in the Column 
One of the more difficult problems associated with this study was finding a 
method to determine the quantity of bentonite retained in the column. Errors 
were present in several steps of the method used and contributed to the scatter 
in the data. First of all, it was diffi(uit to remove the (olumn from the <:ylinder 
and obtain representative sampks from the vuious layers to be anlllyzed. Also, 
no way was found to determine separately the amount of bentonite retained on 
the surface and the llmount retained in the top in(h of the column. 
In the procedure the sampks were weighed ro the nearest 0.1 of a milli-
gram. The loss of weight of the carborundum sample was reported as bemonite 
rerained, but this loss could have included small particles of foreign matter in 
the carborundum, small parricks of carborundum, or other mllterials which 
(ould be washed through the fciued glass crucible after being dispersed by stir-
ring. One other error which developed in the procedure was thH due to loss in 
weight of the beakers in which the carborundum sample was dispersed and 
stirred. This loss of weight was caused by an etching away of the glass by the 
abrasive catborundum. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From th~ r~sults of this study, th~ following conclusions arc suggested: 
1. M~chanka[ fi[t~[ing was thc main process by which the bentonite par-
ticles were r~moved from suspension by the carborundum column. 
2. Th~ d~gr~e of sealing, as measured by rhe reduction in specific discharge 
or permeability, increased with decreasing panicle size. 
31 
3. The degree of sealing increased with increasing hydnulic gradient. 
4. The degree of sealing incre1sed with increasing concentntion of the sus-
pensIon. 
5. The shape of the p1rticles of the media h1d a considerable effect on the 
s>!lliing process. Complete sealing (regardless of hydraulic gndient or 
suspension concentration) occurred for the angular-shaped orborundum 
at a f'llrtid~ siz~ of 63 microns in this study, comp1fed to 36 microns for 
spheric1i-shaped glass beads reported in a previous study. 
6. Electrokinetic measuremems can be mad~ on large. size columns of porous 
media under [ow pressures as W15 done in this srudy. 
7, Electrokin~lic measurem~nts can be made in conjunction with hydraulic 
measurements of the flow of colloidal suspensions in porous media. 
S. The Cllculated zeta potenti11 of th~ c1rborundum on be correlated with 
the degree of sealing. 
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APPEN DIX 
SUMMARY O F O RIGIN AL DATA 
l3 
The original data re<orded during the experiment are summarized in the 
following tables. The data recorded during the actual test operation are presented 
in Tables 2 and 3. The cell-<onsunt determinations are presented in Table 4. A 
summary of the: :mlllysis of the column of orborundum for bentonite is pre-
sented in Table 5. The d.;i.tlI are reported to the number of significrnt digits wu-
ranted by the lIccuucy of the measuring equipment. 
The first column of Tables 2 and 3 contain the test numbers. The letters 
"w", "b" lind "w" located to the right of the test numbers in this column des ig-
nate that line of dllta liS representing the initial flow of Wllter, the flow of bentO-
nite suspension, and the finlll flow of water, respectively. The dara represent the 
aveuges for three successive groups of readings taken aftet the flow had reached 
a steady state. The hydraulic gradient sub-scripts refer to the manometer tap 
numbers which were numbered from the top of the column down. Therefore:, 
i,. , is the hydraulic gradient across the center-five inches of the column, while 
I,_! is the hydraulic gradient across the endre column since mllnometer taps 1 
and 8 were located above lind below the column respectively. All teSls were: con-
ducted lit a temperature of 21 + O.5 Q C. 
The average Vlliues of the cell conStant for each particle size in Tlibie 4 were 
used in cllkuiating the electriol conductivity of the liquid in the pores of the 
carborundum column. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
T"t 
Microns 
0 , 0 
0.10 0.10 16' 
" 
10 
" 30 0 .10 0.10 80 SO 80 51 83 
" 
0.10 0.10 63 too toO tOO 100 
6 • 7 0.10 1.00 775 16 16 16 15 
16" 17 0.10 1.00 38' • 3 1 7 24. " 25 0.10 1.00 163 56 95 50 
" 31" 32 0.10 1.00 80 80 91 75 89
3,4.& , 0.50 0.10 775 8 , 8 , 
11&14. 0.50 0.10 38' 16 16 21 18 
8. 9 0.50 1.00 775 16 17 19 22 
15 1.00 0.10 395 12 to 11 90 
18 & 19 1.00 0.10 163 88 90 89 89 
41 & 42 1.00 0.10 27< sa 90 68 90 
26 & 27 1.00 1.00 183 86 92 88 92 
37 1.00 1.00 80 too 100 100 100 
to 1.50 0.10 775 6 8 9 8 
22 & 23 2.00 0.10 183 93 99 94 99 
33 & 34 2.00 0.10 80 
" 
100 99 100 
" . ., 2.00 0.10 63 91 100 92 100 
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TABLE 2 
ORIGINAL DATA,. HYDRAULIC MEASUREMENTS 
Test 
N~ dm L , C 12-7 11_8 Q 
"" 
Q' .. 
mIcron om • • "'lin Iii7tn mIlsec iiiIcron2 mIcr0ll2 1. 775 18.50 4.4. 3 0.10 0.11 0.76 0.28 37 370 
b 0.10 0. 10 0. 11 0.94 
" 
330 
• 0. 10 0.11 0.62 
" 
300 
2w 775 16.50 «2 0. 10 0. 11 0. 77 0.29 37 370 
b 0. 10 0. 10 0. 12 0. 71 36 360 
• 0.10 0. 11 0. 70 34 3<0 2w 775 16.50 U.6 0.50 0.52 3.5 1.3 170 340 
b 0. 10 0.50 0.52 3.' 160 320 
• 0.51 0.52 3.' 155 300 
.. 775 16.50 «0 0.50 0.52 3.6 1.' 175 350 
b 0. 10 0.50 0.52 3.' 160 320 
• 0.50 0. 52 3.' 155 310 5. 775 16. 50 44.7 0.50 0.53 3. 6 1.' 175 350 
b 0. 10 0.50 0.53 3.' 175 350 
• 0.50 0.53 3. 5 170 340 
.. 775 16.50 43.8 0. 10 0.10 0. 67 0.25 33 330 
b 1.00 0. 10 0.11 0. 33 28 280 
• 0.10 0.10 0. 55 27 270 7w 775 16.25 "2.0 0. 10 0. 11 0.77 0.29 37 370 
b 1.00 0. 10 0.12 0. 36 31 310 
• 0.10 0.12 0. 55 32 320 Ow 775 16.25 42.3 0.50 0.54 3. ' 1.3 165 330 
b COO 0.51 0.55 1.6 140 275 
• 0.51 0.53 '.6 135 265 Ow 775 16.50 45.6 0.50 0.54 3.5 1.3 170 340 
b 1.00 0.50 0.55 1. 5 130 260 
• 0.51 0.55 '.9 140 275 lOw 775 16.50 4.5. 2 1.43 1.52 lCO '.2 535 370 
b 0.10 1.45 1.53 9.87 50. 350 
• 1.46 1.57 10.4. 505 350 11. 385 15.85 41.1 0.51 0." 0.15 38 75 
b 0.10 0. 54 0. 65 
" 
61 
• 0.54 0.65 32 59 12. 385 16.35 4.2. 5 0.10 0.10 0. 16 0.030 7.9 
" b 0. 10 0.10 0.11 0.16 9.2 
" • 0.10 0.11 0. 16 7.9 
" 1 .. 395 15.85 42.4 0.10 0.11 0. 16 0.031) 7.9 
" b 0. 10 0. 10 0. 11 0. 15 7. 7 77 
• 0.10 0.11 0.15 7.3 73 
". 395 16. 31 43.7 0.50 0.54 0.86 0. 16 " 
,. 
b 0.10 0.50 0.62 0. 66 34 
" • 0.50 0.57 0.68 33 6615. 385 16.25 41.2 1.00 1.10 1. 67 0.32 61 61 
b 0.10 1.00 1.16 1.4.2 73 73 
• 0. 99 1.18 1.44 70 71 
16. 395 16.20 4.3.9 0.10 0. 11 0. 17 0.032 9.3 
" b 1.00 0. 10 0.12 0.094 9.0 80 
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TABU: 2 CONTINUED 
Tu t 
No. dm L I C 12_'1 It _8 9 .. 
.' .' 
""= " = • • .. I .. ..;'" m l/MC rntcr:on2 mlcn:m'; 
• _.- - --- 0. 10 0. 12 0. 18 '-' 
" 
.'" 
38' 18.20 '13.8 0. 10 0.10 0, 1'1 0,33 ••• 83 , 
'.00 0. 10 0, 10 0.090 ,. ,
" 
-
0. 10 0 . 12 0. 17 .., 83 
... 
'" 
1&.05 '<8 0.93 1.00 0. 35 0:018 17 18 , 0. 10 , COO 0 , , 
-
, 1.00 0 , , 
... ". 18.50 . ., 0.88 1,00 0.36 0.029 17 
" , 0. 10 0.22, 1,00 0.067 •• • , .. 
• 0.22 1.00 0.089 
.., .., 
.0. 163 .... 45.8 0.08 0. 10 0.035 9.(1028 L7 21 , 0. 10 0.02 0. 10 , .... , . ., 0. " 
-
0.08 0. 10 0.031 1.5 L' 
21. '"~ .. .. . <8 0." 0. 10 0.033 0.0027 ••• 18 , 0. 10 0.08 0. 10 0.025 I.' f3 
• 0.08 0. 10 0.02\1 1, ' IS .", ". 18.50 . ... 1.69 ' .00 , ... O.O~ 
" " , 0. 10 , ... LO' 0.018 0. 82- 0. ,(1 
-
0. 16 '00 0.033 ••• .., ,,. 
". .... . <0 .. " '.00 0." 0.054 
" " , 0. 10 , 1.98 0 , , 
-
0.17 1.98 0.057 , .  • .4 
,.. '"~ 18. 51 ... 0.09 0.11 0.030 0.024 .., f7 , COO 0.0 3 0. 11 0.0020 0. 17 L' 
-
0.08 0. 10 0.015 0. 73 , .. 
,, . 63 18. 20 
'" 
0.08 0. 11 0.022 0.00 18 1. 1 18 , 
' .00 0 0,10 0 0 , 
• 0,02 0.09 0,0080 0.40 « 
... .63 15.70 " , 0,84 1.02 0.35 0.0 19 17 
" , 1.00 1.25 1.03 0.020 I . , L8 
-
'.S< 1.02 0.060 U U ,,. '"~ 18.20 . « 0.62 COO 0.22 0.0 18 U 18 , 1.00 O.OS ' ,00 0.0070 ',eo o,eo 
• 0.08 1.02 0.023 I.' 1, 1 , .. 16' IlI.iO 
'" 
1.60 2.00 0.65 0.OS2 
" 
.. , 1.00 , 2.00 , , , 
-
, ... ' .00 0.037 L8 , ... 
... . 63 1&.20 ... COO 2.01 , ... 0.053 
" " b 1.00 , ... 2.01 0.013 I.' , ... 
-
0. 12 1.82 0.037 I.' 0.i9 
30w 80 16.85 48.0 0. 11 0. 11 0.010 0.0039 0.4i <8 , 0. 10 0.02 0. 11 0.0020 0.10 , ... 
-
0.05 0. 11 0.0050 0.24 ••• ,, 80 16.70 48.4 ' .10 0. 11 0.0 10 0.D03i 0.4i ... , 1.00 0.02 0.11 0.0020 0. 10 , ... 
-
, ... 0.11 0.0050 0. 20 I.' ,,. 80 18.SO 48. 3 0.11 0. 11 0.010 0.0039 0.49 .,. , 1.00 , 0. 11 , , , 
-
, 0. 11 0 , , 
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TABLE 2 CONTlNUED 
T,,' 
.... No. L I C 12_7 11_8 • .. " 
~ 
l'II1eron ,m !\ 
" 
In/In Win m l/lec l'II1cronz mleron2 
, .. oo 15.55 47.3 1.59 2.17 O. IS 0.0059 ?3 U 
b 0.10 0 2.17 0 0 0 
• 0 U7 0 0 0 ... oo 16.03 411.1 1. " 2.00 0.17 0.0068 
., U 
b 0.10 0 2.00 0 0 0 
• 0.03 UO n.007 0. " 0.1~ 
". 80 18.20 48.7 L .. 2.00 0.18 0.0071 a.a 
.., 
b n.l0 0 2.00 0 0 0 
w 0 2.00 0 0 0 
... 80 16.05 45.4 1.83 2.00 0. 18 0.0071 .. '.a 
b 0. 10 0 2.00 0 -.- 0 0 
• 0 2.00 0 0 0 
"" 
oo 16. 50 47.8 0.88 LO 0.099 0.0039 U 5.' 
b 1.00 0 L O 0 0 0 
• 0 LO 0 0 0 
... 
" 
15.80 1.98 2.03 0.080 0.003 1 
'-' 
2.0 
b 0. 10 2.03 0 0 0 
• 2.03 0 0 0 ,,. 83 18.50 48.5 0. 10 0.10 0.004n 0.000 15 0. 19 1_ ' 
b 0.10 0 0. 10 0 0 
• 0 0.10 0 0 
<Ow 
" 
16. 50 4~.4 2.03 2.00 n.083 0.0033 <0 2.0 
b 0. 10 0 2.00 0 0 0 
• 0.22 2.00 0.0 15 0.73 0." n. 2" 16.20 45.0 0.97 1.0S L2I 0.16 
" 
80 
b 0.10 0.86 1.05 0.090 <7 .. 
• 0. 72 1,05 0,46 " 
21 
... 
'" 
16.50 45.0 0.98 1.' 1. 23 n.17 80
" b 0.10 0. 74 1.0 n,087 ••• • •• 
w 0,86 1.0 0. 33 18 18 
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TABLE 3 
ORlGlNAL DATA. ELECTRICAL XE.o\SUREKENTS 
To .. till r N. , n Constant ,. liE lI.E / P 
mIen) 10.4 
-
mh~ millivolt 
cm - t 
.. -
em-I em- l millivolt em- l volt 
775-Micron Carbonmdum 
1w 8,0 16,000 2.S7 1.79 , u 1.20 
b 38 8,000 3.60 1 0.6 0.302 
• 7.5 U 1. 15 2w 6. 8 27,000 2.87 1.91 7 ., 1.12 
b 
" 
8,000 3.60 1 0. 6 0.302 
• 6.5 '.0 1.07 .. 5.8 27,000 2.67 1.06 53 < . • O.IISO 
b 37 8,000 '.60 5 0.6 0.302 
• " 
5.5 0.815 
•• 6.0 6,000 2.87 3.60 8 0." 0.455 b 
" 
5,300 5. " ~5 0.50 0 .... 
• 10 I.' 0.590 5. .. 25,000 2.87 L15 
" 
6.' 1.11 
b 
" 
8,000 3.60 10 I.' 0,605 
• 
" 
<.7 1,06 
<- '.7 23,000 2.87 1.25 < 3.' 0.'" 
b 140 ',500 4.42 +1.5 to-O.2. +0.9 to -0. 1 
• 3 1.8 0.315 7w 
••• 
21,000 2.87 1. 37 5 3. 1 0.595 
b 140 <,500 4.42 +.04. to -0.5 ""O.3to -0.3 
• 15,500 1.85 ... 10 to-I +6 to .CI.II OW ••• 25,000 2. 87 1.15 17 ' . 1 0.338 b 140 '1, 250 3.96 +1,0, -1 +1.0,0, . 0.1 
• 22, 000 1.30 15 I.' 0.328 Ow 8.' 23,000 2.87 1. 25 20 , .. 0.,420 
b 150 8,000 4.18 0. ' 0.1 0.067 
• 20,000 1.44 18 
,., 0.440 
l Ow 8.' 25,000 2.87 1. 15 
" ••• 
0.628 
b 40 7, 500 3.82 11 0.43 0.235 
• 102 3.' 0.628 
385-Micron CaTbonuu:lum 
11", 6. 1 12,500 2.96 2. 36 21 2.6 0.960 
b 40 11,000 2.69 11 1.3 0.490 
• 21,000 1. 41 19 
,., 0.435 
1 .. .. , 24,000 2.96 1.23 5 3.1 0.508 
b 40 14,000 2.12 +15 to -0.5 
• • ••• 0.845 1 .. '.2 26,000 2. 96 1. 14 , 3.3 0.526 
b 
" 
12,000 ,,, 1 0.70 0.242 
• 21,000 1.11 5 13 0.514 
". •. S 27,500 2.116 Ll2 32 3.' 0.612 
b ,. 12,000 2.46 5 0.' 0.206 
• 22 '.7 0.424 15. 7.' 22,000 2.116 1.35 94.5 , .  1.10 
b 
" 
11,000 2.69 .7 .0.43 0. 161 
, 
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TABLE 3 CONTINUED 
,ew 6.8 2. 96 
b 
'" • 
'''' 
6.8 2.96 
b 
'" • 
• 
,aw 6. 7 2." ' 00 28 , 8 0. 245 
b 43 1.39 • 0.30 0.058 
• '00 >0 0.61 0.085 20W 6.8 2." • 2.9 b 38 18,000 
'" 
2 L2 0.262 
• 24,000 1.04 3 >.9 0.277 21. 
" 
20,000 2." 1.25 • 2.' 0. 420 b 
" 
16,000 ," , 0.62 0.135 
• 18,000 >.38 • 3.2 0.623 22w 6.2 39,500 2." 0.63 >0' 3.> 0.273 
b .. 20,000 1.25 3 0.08 0.016 
• 37,000 0.68 20 0.61 0.058 2,. 7.3 41,000 2." 0.61 
'" 
.. , 0.367 
b 
" 
17,500 1.43 , 0. 121 0.024 
• 39,000 0.64 
" 
0.735 0.066 
26. 7.' 43.000 2." 0. 58 8.0 4.85 0.394 
b 
". 
16,000 1. 56 , 0.516 0. 113 
• 26.000 0.96 7.0 4.25 0.570 25. 9.' 38,000 2.50 0.68 7 4. 40 0.406 
b " 0 30,000 0.83 2.' 1.40 0. 163 
• 26,000 0.96 • 3. 28 0.440 2 .. 6.7 37,500 2." 0.67 47.5 2.97 0.279 
b 
'" • 27. 9.' 37,000 2." 0.68 
" 
3.0 0.285 
b >50 14,500 1. 72 L6 0. 15 0.036 
• 22,7SO 1.10 • 0.30 0.046 2" 8.' 38,500 2." 0.65 >20 3.78 0.344 
b 
'" 
8,500 2.63 • 0. 16 0.059 
• 3fj,000 O. 72 21 0.66 0.067 2aw 8.2 38, 750 2." 0.65 >2 0.38 0.035 
b >50 18,000 
'" 
, 0.03 0.006 
• 35,500 0.71 20 0.68 0.068 
SO-Micron CirbOrliridUm 
!OW 10 52,500 2.35 0.45 70 3.97 0.250 
b 62 42,000 0." '.0 0.57 0.045 
'0 MISSO URI AOR!Cul.nJil.AL EXPERJM\l:-.iT $TATTO:>l 
TABLE 3 CONTll'l'11ED: 
Test 
No. 
n. 
b 
• 32w 
b 
w 
'Sw 
b 
w 
". 
b 
• 35. 
b 
• 36. 
b 
• ,,. 
b 
w 
,aw 
b 
• , .. 
b 
w 
'OW 
b 
• 
Uw 
b 
w 
.2w 
b 
• 
A 
micro 
'" 150 
Sealed 
'.0 
45 
Sealed 
9.0 
" 
54,000 
34,000 
51,500 
28,000 
".000 
No Eieetrode 
11 52,000 
40 27,000 
Sealed 
7.0 36,000 
150 17,000 
Sealed 
9.0 44,000 
40 37,000 
Sealed 
9.0 56,COO 
40 45,0;)1} 
""'''' 10 55,000 
45 45,500 
43,000 
7.0 27,500 
" 
10,600 
27,000 
9.0 27,000 
60 11,000 
21,000 
Cell 
Constant As 6E IlE/P 
10-4 
2. 35 0.41 5.5 3.1 
0.52 1 0.6 
0.57 1 0.6 
2. 35 0.41 , 2.2 
0.87 1 0.5 
2. S5 0. " 
" 
2.6 
0.69 2 0.06 
2.35 0.46 66 2.1 
0.84 0. 1 
11.62 2 0.06 
2.35 0.45 
" 
2.5 
0.87 2 0.06 
2.35 0.42 15 0.92 
1.3' 0.6 0,04 
53-Micron carborundum 
2.20 0. 50 17 0.5 
0.60 0.6 0,02 
2.20 0.39 2.3 1.42 
a.49 0 0 
2.20 0.40 35 1.06 
0.48 0 
0,51 1.6 0.05 
274-Micron Carborundum 
2.13 0.99 72 4.26 
2.58 2.5 0.15 
1.01 
" 
2.11 
2.73 UlI 
'" 
4.71 
2.48 1.5 0.09 
1. 30 32 1.33 
0.178 
0.044 
0.048 
0,126 
0.061 
0.160 
0.007 
0.135 
0.012 
0.005 
0.157 
0.007 
0.054 
0.008 
0.035 
0.002 
0.078 
0.060 
v.004 
0,590 
0.054 
0.31H1 
0.665 
0.031 
0.244 
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TABLE 4 
CELL. CONSTANT DETERMINATIONS 
Electric&! Electrical 
775 "50 43. 7 245 o.Ot2! 2.95 
775 15.85 43.1 m 0.0112 2.86 
'" 
15.85 42.9 
'" 
O.O1l3 2.80 
775 15.85 44.1 
'" 
O.OU? 2.95 
'" 
15.85 
." 2" 0.0180 2." 
'" 
15.85 44.5 m 0.0123 2." 
'" 
15.85 44. 2 2<5 O.Ol1? 2.86 
'" 
16.50 43.9 250 O.Ol1S 2.88 
775 15.25 44.8 230 O.OUO 2.76 
'" 
16.50 44.3 250 O.Oll? 2.92 
Average 
"'" '" 
16.50 ". 0.0120 2.93 38. 16.31 
. " 2< • 0.0121 2.95 38. 16.50 43.8 280 0.0105 2.94 
'" 
16.50 41.2 285 0.0105 2.99 
Average 
"" 163 15.70 44.5 210 0.0120 2.52 163 15.85 44. 7 210 0.0120 2.52 
163 16.00 43.6 250 0.0100 2.50 
163 16.10 43.4 250 0.0100 2.50 
'" 
16.20 250 0.0100 2. 50 
Average or 
SO 16.00 48.4 210 0.0120 2.52 
SO 17.00 48.5 230 0.0120 2.76 
SO 16.65 47.5 200 0.0120 2.40 
SO 16.75 215 0.0100 2.15 
Average 
"'" 63 15.50 49.8 200 0.0115 2.30 63 15. 50 49. 8 190 0.0 115 2.19 
63 16.62 46.8 220 0.0100 2.20 
63 16. 50 49.4 210 0.0100 2.10 
Avenge '2.'2lf 
2 
3 
• 5 
6 
7 
• 
• 10 
11 
12 
13 
,. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
I. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
" 
" 31 
32 
33 
,. 
35 
" 
" 38 
38 
., 
H 
M ISSOURI A GRICULTURA L EXPERIM ENT STATION 
TABLE 5 
BENTCMTE RETAINED IN COLUMN OF CARBORUNDUM 
30.' 2<, 
20.9 126 
38.0 228 
63.0 ". 25.5 153 
3U 20' 
18.7 112 
17.1 103 
18.5 III 
18.8 92.4 
23.1 123 
24.2 163 
13.8 82.8 
36.8 152 
76.6 138 
7.3 76.1 
15.8 77.0 
189.0 227 
37.6 46.5 
39.7 63.6 
'.3 44. 1 
215 376 
120 257 
72.8 177 
87.6 228 
23.1 .. 
202 619 
77.9 108 
34.2 83 
196 313 
73, 4 163 
H8 1249 
103 750 
52. 8 13< 
10< 
which was hy the 
that no bentonite was present 
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TABLE 6 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BENTONITE 
;~~~t~;".,;. 1085, Not SOl or 
Silica 56.2 1 59.80 
AlUll1inA Al20l 111. 12 21.20 
Totallron as Ferric Oxide Fe2~ 3.46 4..sa 
Ferrous Oxide FeO 0.37 0.10 
Calcium O:dde cao 1.26 1.24. 
Magnesium Oslde MgO 1.29 2.17 
SOdium 0 Ide Na20 2.0-4 2.07 
Potaallium Oxide K20 0.27 0.09 
Total Swpber calculated. to So, 0.4.3 0. 11 
'ntan.lum Oxide ~O:! 0. 12 0. 11 
Pb08pb.Oru. Pentox1de ~.:05 0.06 0.06 
carbon Dioxide CO2 0.46 0. 58 
Chlorides Cl 0.0 1 0.01 
Undetermlned 0. 06 0.05 
Note: Sample B-1-1960 W1.5 taken from orlgtJ\ii bUlk quantity of Wyoming 
bentonite, (Vol-Clay,KWK, granulated). Sample B-2-1960 was taken from 
a 1 per cent slISpenslOll of the above Wyom1ni bentonite which bu been 
prepared in double-distilled water, dlalyud, and NaOH added to br in&' the 
pH to 9.0. The analyses were made by 'lb. Bruce Willlams Laboratories, 
Joplin, Missouri 
., 
